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Abstract: Artificial Intellignece (AI) is a platform lending immense assistance in discovering and
developing drugs and thus, various such approaches have been developed with the intent of simplifying and improving biomedical operations such as drug repurposing and drug discovery. In the
past decade, AI-based investigation of nanomedicines, as well as non-nanomedicines has reached
the clinical level. In semblance with the traditional methods of therapy, nanomedicine therapy is
employed at limited doses. The study of a variety of drugs resulted in the conclusion that the effect
of each drug is variable for every patient and, evaluating that perfect drug combination manually
is a time-consuming as well as an inefficient treatment method. Therefore, the use of AI simplifies
and reduces the time consumption in determining the perfect customized drug combination for
nano-therapy. The area with the most potential for meeting this reality is to optimize the drug and
dosage parameters. It is a universally known fact that cancer is dangerous and unique because of
the exacting challenges it poses during treatment and, to achieve a better treatment, the therapeutic
effect on each patient must be delineated even if the volume of data generated is massive. The article
aims at analyzing the AI technologies that help yield results much quicker, make the analyses simple, and efficient.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Drug Delivery, Cancer, Nanomedicines, Therapeutic

1. Introduction
The research and development (R&D) pertaining to small-molecule drugs are presently confronting many challenges like increased cycle time, unsuccessful clinical trials,
and some economic issues. Even with ample sponsoring, the drug (small-molecule) R&D
is yet to yield the necessary productivity and efficacy. Elongated approval procedures for
incorporation of novel chemicals and techniques, saturation of market along with hesitation to invest in developing and developed markets are issues that need addressal. In this
review, we shall be discussing challenges faced from the discovery of drugs to initial clinical trials. In recent times, amount of information available to scientists is incomparable,
sufficient to outpace abilities of many conventional practices. A prominent solution to the
aforementioned challenges may be achieved with Machine Learning and optimum utilization of artificial intelligence (AI) which might not be the case as of now. Thus, the use
of machine intelligence is offering opportunities for combating challenges regarding
small-molecule drugs. There has been an evolution in fundamentals and algorithms of
Machine learning tactics which have a very narrow area of processing and may be considered as "weak" AI. Consequently, we shall be using the term AI for these Machine
learning approaches because to date no such AI has been developed for wide range processing and may be categorized as "strong" (general). Hence in this review, we shall analyse variously available and proved useful techniques from this sub-domain as well as
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some promising technologies for future exploration in the drug delivery domain.

Figure 1: Artificial Intelligence Divisions
In recent times, the spike in AI is attributed to exploitation of stored data or Big data,
associated advancement in computer power (Google's tensor processing units (TPUs),
Graphics processing units (GPUs)), and ML algorithms optimization. Training of nontrivial network elements combinations, considering huge data size, in optimum duration, resulting in elevated practicality of these models are now attainable. Thus, its potential for
training deep hierarchical networks within plausible time frame portrays its capabilities
for extensive application in areas like medical imaging, autonomous vehicle, and many
more.
AI is not a new concept for drug discovery domain, particularly modelling in generalized structure-activity relationships. Hammett's formula building a connection between
equilibrium constants and reaction rates for benzene and its derivatives is analogous to
the idea of considering experimental values and proceeding for regression.
Since then, a lot of efforts have been made to predict the biological impact of various
chemical compounds by employing AI technology. Pattern recognition approach, for example, focuses on scrutinizing and elucidating to discover a relation between chemical
structures given the fact that often chemicals with same structures share the same in-vitro
biological and physicochemical properties. Several neural networks implemented models
and prototypes developed showed capabilities to solve such issues.(elaborate issues?)
More advanced methods have evolved with the development of deep learning
around 2010. The capabilities shown by deep learning models to analyze and predict connections shared by observations and molecular representations makes it a significant
frontrunner for more accurate and generalized predictions. Owing to their exceptional
potential these methods won challenges like compound activity prediction (2012) and the
NIH Tox21 challenge for the prediction of toxicity (2014). These achievements have channelized pharmaceutical companies to collaborate with leading AI for advanced results.

Table 1: General workflow of constructing an AI predictor
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2. Role of Artificial Intelligence Modelling in Drug discovery
2.1 Construction of a model.
To be able to apply AI in drug discovery, the problem must be elucidated properly
and with great accuracy2. In the procedure for AI modelling, preparing the data sets, constructing the architecture for applying AI, etc are the most fundamental tasks (Figure 2).
However, there must be clarity in understanding the problem even before the designing
of the architecture because for a particular problem of interest a proper mechanism of
machine learning is important to be selected. After there is sufficient knowledge about the
problem under study, the time for the model design comes where a choice about the algorithm must be made. Also, in addition to this, analytically choosing initial values of
hyperparameters is important. For carrying out discriminative tasks the use of algorithms
like DBM (Deep Boltzmann Machine), VAE (variational autoencoder), or AAE (average
absolute error) is mostly favored while Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are used to
carry out the general tasks. Variation in Hyperparameters occurs with differing AI algorithms, once the designing of the model is complete, the preparation of model training
and evaluation is carried out. With a target of minimizing the error incurred during prediction, the search for a parametric set is achieved in the training step.
2.2 Preparation of input data
The latest developments in AI methods for drug discovery aims at enhancing the
performance of the model by being more focused on practical approaches in AI. Although,
there are many more benefits of focusing on the training data first since all of the progress
is dependent on the training data while preparation of data is a laborious and taxing task.
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The basics of training data must be completely understood. A sufficient amount of training data must be available prior to3 dataset preparation and is a pivotal step that affects
the efficacy of a model. The steps following this are
2.2.1. Types of data in medicinal chemistry
Figure 2 depicts different types of data that may be taken as input (X) or output (Y)
to construct AI models for drug discovery and fixed-length input vector is one of the most
frequently used data type for input data4–6. Two disadvantages of this representation are
that these vectors are too huge and it is difficult to encode all the substructures without
overlapping7. Therefore, they become those models which have many learnable parameters. The latter limitation occur because of problems incurred in the establishment of a
bijection between input vectors and molecular structures. It is easy to generate input vectors from molecular structures but processing of the same is extremely challenging. The
use of AI deep generative models and SMILES (simplified molecular-input line-entry system) strings as molecular representations is a method by which the above limitations can
be lifted8.
2.3 Applications of Artificial Intelligence in drug discovery for cancer
Li et al conducted an experiment with models created to understand the sensitivity
of drugs and using the available data from the BATTLE patients. When all this was combined with the publicly accessible data from all over the world, the model was able to find
out the sensitivity to each drug. Iorio et al checked 990 cancer lines of the cell with 265
drugs and tried to figure out the action of a number of variable quantities including methylation, mutation effects, gene copy number, and gene expression could cause some visible difference in the response of the drugs. The molecular features that actually affect drug
response were found through a number of models. Gene expression was found to be the
high impact quantity in the prediction. In a similar vein, RNA interference data was studied by Tsherinak et al. A regression was created which was non-linear and based on conditional interferences classifier for classification of proteins into targets for different types
of cancers, and this resulted in the identification of about 122 cancer targets that would
work in any cancer and 462,266 and 355 were the number of specific targets for specific
cancers of breast, pancreas, and ovaries.
Some attempts at using shared data have also been made, NCI DREAM is one such
example. A number of teams participated and used their best possible model on the provided data set. Profiling data and cell lines were available which were RNA microarray,
RNA sequencing, single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array, exome sequencing, reverse phase protein array, and DNA methylation status. A number of approaches were
applied to these dimensions of profiles. The results obtained from this experiment are
relevant even now for validating new developments.
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2.4 Applications of Artificial Intelligence in nanoparticles-based Drug Discovery
Development of a drug with the help of conventional technologies is reliant is upon
the discovery of newer compounds based on their targets and analysis of the compounds
for evaluating the efficiency of the drug. During drug trials, the compounds with no desired effect during treatment are rejected. Many a times, it has been observed that a drug
is not considerably efficient when used individually but is extremely useful in combination at a proportion with some other drug. So, the large number of drugs available and a
large number of combinations for proportional permutations produces challenge. With
the help of conventional technologies for developing a therapy it is very difficult to personalise and formulate the perfect combination for every individual thus, the role of AI
becomes important for nanomedicines and non-nanomedicines. In oncology, the researchers aim to achieve the perfect combination of therapies only though the experiments
that are carried out initially and, in many cases, this method has led to the development
of successful potions but often they fail when tested on patients. A research-based on
Quadratic Phenotypic Optimization Platform (QPOP), an AI platform, was conducted
wherein huge numbers of drugs were delineated with the aim to find the perfect therapeutic combination that can prove its potential against bortezomib-resistant multiple myeloma. The optimization carried out by the platform resulted in concluding that the most
efficient combinations for bortezomib-resistant multiple myeloma are decitabine and mitomycin. Although, when these therapeutics were used individually, their action was not
satisfactory but, when in perfect combinatorial proportion they were highly effective. In
this research, AI was employed for finding the perfect combination even before the drug
was out for clinical use. The ability of the QPOP AI platform was commendable as it was
able to ensure that the therapeutic combinations had large efficiency with minimal sideeffects. The samples from different patients were also investigated with the help of QPOP
platforms and the response was found to be highly individualistic (figure 3). The advantage offered by AI was achievement of results without delineating the complex mechanisms.

Figure 3: Artificial intelligence-driven optimization of novel combination therapies.
Reprinted with permission from The American Association for the Advancement of Science21
3. Using the computational advancements in Deep Learning and Artificial intelligence for the repurposing of drugs
3.1 Employment of Artificial Intelligence technologies for repurposing the extant
drugs
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It is a commonplace fact that discovering a new drug requires huge manpower, capital, and time investment, and thus researchers have tried to put the existing drugs into
use for a variety of conditions. Their main aim is to find the multiple applications of a
particular drug and this is done by deeply assaying the existing drugs. This process is
called Drug Repurposing. Opportunities for the repurposing of drugs exist mainly due to
the fact that there are many target sites for a particular drug21,22 and distinct diseases may
have some genetic similarity or follow a similar mechanism of action 23,24. By summing up
the volume of data derived from different sources, the development of different AI-based
methods has been done such as inference, indication and personalisation of novel drugs
(PREDICT)36, Simultaneously Localization and Mapping (SLAMS), Laplacian regularized
least square method improved by a new kernel derived from interactive network between
drug and protein (NetLapRLS)37, and prediction of novel interaction between drug and
target from heterogeneous constructed network (DTINet) 38. The AI technologies which
are currently used can be majorly classified based on the learning style which is used in
the construction of a model.
3.1.1. Repurposing the drugs under Supervised Learning
The AI-administered studies of drug repurposing done so far have majorly laid their
focus on learning different algorithms for developing supervised predictors 39–43. These supervised predictors are programmed on the basis of the already known relationships existing between the drugs, the drug targets, and the disease itself. The representation of
these relationships is done with the help of different features like semblance in gene expression or the 2-D fingerprint etc. They are also represented by side-effects that happen
due to a drug. The drugs that are repurposed with the aid of AI have an added advantage
that they are tested on the basis of the replete amount of data available on even the smaller
molecules, biological processes, etc. The huge amount of data is an advantageous fact
while repurposing but it is also the root cause for problems like the integration of this
data. Integrating a large amount of data is difficult as they originate from a variety of
sources, making the data set heterogeneous. A technique was demonstrated by Napolitano et al39. (figure 4) that offers a proper solution to the above-mentioned issue of data
heterogeneity.
As can be seen in figure 5 that they made use of three kernels and used them to bring
together the different sets of information.
Although the above-mentioned technique made us of kernels their use is not mandatory on all drug repurposing models that use AI. There are other techniques also available
for integrating the

Figure 4- The figure is a flowchart that shows the analysis made by Napolitano et al.
Three kernels were constructed in this for the purpose of pairwise computing the semblance between compound chemical structures, between the compounds on the basis of
transcription profiles and between the target on the basis of a statistical analysis of a protein interaction network. The kernels were then used, to sum up, and form an overall
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similarity matrix which is then analyzed with the help of an SVM classifier. The boxes in
green are representations of data while the red boxes are those for the processes.Reproduced with permission from ref 44(Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 International License: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/ ) Copyright 2013.
data as well such as the use of an approach laying its dependence on networks. In
this, the data is aggregated relationship like that of gene expression, etc is carried out. This
technique is best demonstrated by DTINet wherein for the drugs, four similarity networks
were developed laying its basis interactions and relationships between the drugs, between
the drug and the disease, between the side effects of the drug and on the chemical structures (Figure 5). together with the help of a network diffusion process, and from the distribution of this diffusion, an attempt to draw a

Figure 5- The figure is a representation of the DTINet pipeline in the form of a flowchart that provides an overview of the methods employed in the integration of
heterogeneous information sources. Reproduced with permission from ref 37(Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License: http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/) Copyright 2017.

3.2. Applying Deep Learning in drug repurposing and in predicting the pharmacological properties of drugs
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Deep learning is a more refined form of machine learning 52 that thrives on the capabilities of the newer, more intricate systems with humongous raw processing power and
has displayed results with magnitude larger than all the research in the 2000s. It has improved performances by a little over 30% compared to a nominal 1-2% increase in the

Figure 6- The figure depicts the methodology of the MANTRA approach. (A) With the help of rank-merging procedure and gene eset785 enrichment analysis, the
determination of the distance between the pair of drugs was done. (B) The generation of a drug network was done wherein, each and every drug was considered to
be a node having weighted edges where the pair of drugs were connected below a particular threshold value of distance. The identification of Network communities
are carried out. (C) The drug X is that which has not been described and the evaluation of distance, d(X, Y), was done for a drug Y. The addition of X is done in the
network and this is described in (B). Reproduced with permission from ref 146. Copyright 2010 National Academy of Sciences

whole of the decade preceding this advancement. Machine learning requires vast amounts
of data and with the advent of those techniques, machine learning has even become capable of producing new data for the other models, paving way for a self-reliant learning
method. The models have been able to extrapolate the three-dimensional structure of proteins using omics with the data derived before and after treatment about the genes and
their expression. This, when combined with the available transcriptional profile of these
drugs can produce accurate predictions of their transcriptional performance. One such
study was performed by Alper et al53 using 12 categories of therapeutic use. The samples
used were from the LINCS (Library of integrated network-based cellular signatures) project including the A549, MCF-7, and PC-3. The training dataset was the pathway activation
scores and gene expression level data.
The dimensionality in the data causes unexpected complexities; so, to counter that,
pathway activation scoring was used54. Certain genes were classified as the landmarks
and became the new features. Through the pathway analyzer 55–60, we might be able to
figure out which pathways to preserve and use for further proceedings, on the whole, this
reduces the dimensionality of the model. The landmark genes were decided by the data
from the LINCS project, these particular landmarks hold more data than some of the other
genres combined.
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A great result that could be achieved from the data science capabilities is the correct
reclassification of drugs. We are not fully aware of the interaction between the target and
drug; thus, it is possible that some of the classifications might be wrong. With the validation from data analysis, these can be corrected. Otenzepad 61,62 had been misclassified as a
drug for the central nervous systems in the model, and it was only used in cardiac arrhythmia, but it has an important role in brain function, pinacidil was another example 63.
After this, it was realized that this misclassification can be useful and allow for the development of the model as a drug repurposing and repositioning tool. The misclassification
hence could be an indication for a new use of the drug.
3.3 Applications of AI in repurposing the drugs for Cancer Therapy
Drug discovery, repurposing, and repositioning still remains the crux of the use of

Figure 7: Use of artificial intelligence to identify the best-suited target points for drugs In this particular case the data was taken from LINCS project and utilized
with 12 therapeutic usage categories according to MeSH. Landmark genes were separately integrated to the DNN model. The total input layers equaled 977 and
271 neural nodes. Reprinted(adapted) with permission from ACS from reference53 copyright(2016)

artificial intelligence. For the approval of a drug with conventional methods, a combination of the approved drug and investigative medicine was administered at the same time
for attacking multiple targets. After this, the doses are altered and the effects observed of
the best combination, the only limitation was the fact that if a drug went off-target, it won't
be apparent. But, this kind of testing is simply the application of raw force and can actually
be harmful in unprecedented ways, major downfall was its repetitiveness on different
types of cancers, or diseases, in general. But with the advent of AI, the number of tests can
be substantially reduced because of the superior analytic capabilities. The main objective
of the multiple drug treatment was to find the perfect harmony between the drugs so that
they can increase their efficiency. But with the knowledge from Data Science, it has been
proven that even without a synergetic combination this goal can be reached. It has been
shown in studies that if a number of drugs were to act independently with efficiency, it
might actually give a better treatment outcome than a harmonious action of the drugs.
With the help of this idea and the barrier of synergy out of the way, a newer class of drugs
can be tested with the ML models. One of the major advantages is the freedom from needing to test every time the possible effect of drugs over one another. This tedious process
is eliminated by the machine. It tests the combination of drugs and yields the best possible
combination. With this method of quicker identification of combinations, some unpredictable combinations may be produced that is better than even the conventional set of problems. Every little margin that was considered too small for consideration can now be
changed and the efficiency in the particular condition checked. Dosing can also be customized through a computer program to find the optimum dose of the drug.
The above is an example of repurposing Non-oncology drugs for cancer therapy. It
is based on the progress made in the direction to fine-tune the drugs to individual molecular profiles rather than a generalized “On drugs fits all” approach 64–66. However, such
applications require detailed data on genes and proteins derived from a systematic analysis of drug discovery for cancer therapy67–69. In the early turn of this century, cancer researchers Douglas Hanahan and Robert Weinberg presented the idea of “The Hallmarks
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of Cancer”. The authors believe that below the complexity of a diverse list of Cancer types
lies a small number, or rather six underlying principles that govern the transformation of

normal cells to cancer cells. The example presented above is aimed at targeting and disrupting these key hallmarks. It must be kept in mind that these key hallmarks of malignancy are not controlled by a single signal pathway which makes multi-hallmark targeting drugs advantageous as they are present in the vicinity to target multiple signaling
pathways along with avoiding the possibility of adaptive resistance development 70–72.
These finely tuned drugs have the capability to dictate the complex signal interfaces
and interactions that contribute to cancer cell generations. To name a few, CAFs cancerassociated fibroblasts, CTLs cytotoxic T lymphocytes, ECM extracellular matrix, MDSCs
myeloid-derived suppressor cells, NK cells natural killer cells, Tregs regulatory T cells.
Specially targeted drugs with Anti-cancer activity accompanied

Figure 9 The possible drugs for which are suitable treatments for cancer can be identified with the help of drug repurposing and can be enabled with the help of recapitulative
signalling networks. The complex signalling interactions that are major contributors to the
hallmarks of cancer can be engineered and the complexities related to the neoplastic disease can also be rationalized. The drug candidates that have the capacity to fight against
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cancer are mentioned. CAFs cancer-associated fibroblasts, CTLs cytotoxic T lymphocytes, ECM extracellular matrix, MDSCs myeloid-derived suppressor cells, NK cells natural killer cells, Tregs regulatory T cellsReprinted with permission from Springer Nature73, the article is open access and the content reusable. Creative Commons International
License 4.0 for the article is available from http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
by a very few off-target effects have played major roles in increased chances of survival of a cancer patient. But, often the parallel signaling74 pathways have adapted to therapy pressure and in turn, returned to their function of aiding malignancy which ultimately leads to relapse by the transitory tumor therapeutic effect. All evidences lead to a
revelation of
adaptive resistance caused by targeted drugs. Moreover, this major shortcoming
pushed harder for the discovery of traditional non-oncology drugs having the ability to
inhibit more than one hallmarks75.
The first example depicted in Figure 10 depicts the signaling pathways mediated by
asprin. The asprinorchesters several signaling pathways amongst the hallmarks such as
tumor-promoting inflammation, deregulating energy metabolism, angiogenesis, cancer
metastasis, and immune evasion by regulating different target proteins like COXs, PP2A,
RAS, IKKβ, and histone.
Figure 11 depicts the signaling pathways mediated by Metformin mechanized by its
direct and indirect impact on protein. Metformin acts on several signaling pathways including insulin/IGF1, NF-κB, AMPK/mTOR/PI3K, Ras/Raf/Erk, Wnt, Notch, and TGF-β
signaling, which in turn lead to cell proliferation, self-renewal, cancer metastasis, angiogenesis, and energy metabolism Research evidence has shown positive results for the role
and impact of repurposed drugs for cancer treatment such as antifungal agents (ciclopirox
olamine, ketoconazole, and itraconazole), antiparasitic drug (ivermectin), anthelminthic
drug (pyrvinium), antibiotic agent (brefeldin A), and natural products (quercetin, 3′-epi12β-hydroxyfroside, and toxicarioside O).Figure 12 depicts the impact of a few such drugs
namely itraconazole, ivermectin, ketoconazole, and brefeldin A. Brefeldin A, which is
characterized as a macrolide antibiotic causes the death of an autophagic cell in both vitro
and vivo in colorectal cancer. The ketoconazole is a traditional antifungal drug that induces PINK1/Parkin-mediated mitophagy by downregulating COX-2 causing the acceleration of apoptosis which plays a major role to inhibit the growth of HCC. The Ivermectin
induces PAK1/Akt regulated cytostatic autophagy which acts against breast cancer cells 76
Ivermectin has also displayed actions against the SARS-CoV-2 in vitro according to recent
studies. Itraconazole has strong actions to counter brain cancer. A synopsis of the research
carried out gives the scientific community further motivation to develop the strategy of
repurposing non-oncology drugs for cancer treatment.
4. Artificial Intelligence technologies on other branches of drug delivery
4.1 Use of Data Analysis for Precision Medicine
In the present scenario, the fundamentals of finding out new drugs aren't simply
based on the idea of mitigating the symptoms of the disease. They are more focused on
finding out the root cause of the disease and attempt to completely eradicate or at least
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inhibit its development in the host. One of the reasons of its achievability is due to the
existence of mechanisms to monitor the subject through

Figure 10: Signalling pathways mediated by aspirin. The various signalling pathways regulated aspirin are shown, along with acting on diverse hallmarks of cancer including tumor-promoting inflammation, deregulating energy metabolism, angiogenesis,
cancer metastasis and immune evasion. Reprinted with permission from Springer Nature73,the article is open access and the content reusable. Creative Commons International
License 4.0 for the article is available from http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
devices that stay close to the body of the host all the time. They can figure out the
behavioral and physiological data. This data, when combined with the available records
and the biological data, yields a new class of customizable medicine for the individual.
The targeting capability of the drugs also increases with the advent of these technologies
as they provide us with the origins of the disease, thus producing precision medicine 77
In this era of the development of Artificial Intelligence, another challenging aspect
has been, to a certain extent, made easier. The data banks described above are extremely
large in their contents and also very heterogenous in definition and structuring. Also with
the advancement of communications across the planet contributions are very quick leading to information overload. It would have been a humongous task to scan all the data
and keep particular sections ready for use if the field of data analysis had not evolved to
the stage it is now. With the advent of deep learning, the models can themselves decide
the structuring, storing, and classification of all the big data and can reproduce it for quick
usage as and when required. The complete simplification and handling of all the data is
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still not an easy task, but it goes without saying that the technology has still contributed a
lot to the development of new drugs, especially the precision medicine.
It would be largely beneficial to the medicinal development if there existed a combined repository of all the medicinal research and data in the world. But the main obstacles in this road are the existence of ethics and commercial viability. The individual patient
data is private property and even if it is allowed to be shared then it can be used in a
commercial manner. The current nature of the pharmacological industries is a competitive
one, and also stands in the way of shared knowledge. There have been certain steps from
the professionals around the world to promote the concept in the form of the NCI CCG
(Center for Cancer Genomics) promoted GDC (Genomic Data Commons). And the GENIE
(Genomics Evidence Neoplasia Information Exchange) created by the AACR (American
Association for Cancer Research). These are the ones with the structured data, steps to
create repositories of structured data through the conversion of semi-structured and unstructured data are also being taken with the advancement of natural language processing
capabilities of the newer
technologies. The significance of this data is unparalleled when it comes to mitigating
widespread diseases such as pandemics78. The procedures for testing have also been revolutionized through the existence of this technology. Artificial Intelligence has become
intelligent enough to now even suggest new methodologies of administration of the medicine and recognize the possible targets for maximum efficiency 79. GNS Healthcare and
Genetech have combined to achieve this purpose. Glaxo Smith Kline has also entered into
a similar partnership with Insilico Medicine for the use of the artificial intelligence resources of InsilicoMedicine. A number of other collaborations have occurred for the correct identification of biomarkers79–82. It is difficult to predict the future of this technology
precisely but based on the results it has produced, such as advancements in treatments of
rare diseases including cystic fibrosis, anemia, and others, it is apparent that these methodologies will become prevalent in the coming years
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Figure 11: Signaling pathways mediated by metformin. The protein targeting by Metformin is depicted which affects the varied hallmarks of cancer which include regulating
cell proliferation, self-renewal, cancer metastasis, angiogenesis and energy metabolism
Reprinted with permission from Springer Nature73,the article is open access and the content reusable. Creative Commons International License 4.0 for the article is available from
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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.
Figure 12: Except for itraconazole, ivermectin, ketoconazole and brefeldin A that are
specific to brain, liver, breast and colon cancer, respectively, antifungal agent ciclopirox
olamine, anthelminthic drug pyrvinium, and natural products quercetin, 3′-epi-12β-hydroxyfroside and toxicarioside O have also been studied. Reprinted with permission from
Springer Nature73,the article is open access and the content reusable. Creative Commons
International License 4.0 for the article is available from http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
4.2 AI Integrated Computational Chemistry
The integration of Artificial Intelligence with the field of computational chemistry is
also a point of interest to the researchers. Quantum mechanical models can be simplified
through AI and when this is combined with molecular dynamics, significant data is revealed. One example of such a situation can be Behler- Parinello's symmetry function that
was able to build the potential neural networks for thousands of atoms at the same time102.
A number of applications of this concept exist today103,104,113–122,105,123,106–112. It is a challenging
task to integrate artificial intelligence to the sheer randomness of the biological systems.
The paramount task to achieve in this field would be to identify placeholders, that is, the
points which could efficiently represent a number of data points in their locality. With the
development of a process that could yield results to this end, the applications of AI would
become infinitely easier. There's only a certain level of extrapolations and predictions that
should be made from a certain set of data. With biological data, this limit is difficult to
quantify causing the error. The consideration also has to be made about the fact that uncertainty exists at an intrinsic level when the phenomenon of this scale occurs. But even
after all that, this technology holds promise and is probable to be widely used in the future.
4.2.1 Active Learning Algorithm Application in Drug Discovery
There are two approaches for using computational chemistry, the structure-based
approach and ligand-based approach. One requires information on the ligand only while
the other requires explicit knowledge of the ligand and the target. Artificial Intelligence
can revolutionize both the methods and provide us with an accurate result. To a further
extent, the models with machine learning can outdo all other calculations about quantum
mechanics and force fields, provide they have a huge amount of good quality of data to
work on
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The more common ML methods are the GPR(Gaussian Progress Regression),
NN(Neural Network), and KRR(Kernel Ridge Regression); they are replacing the DFT and
ab initio method124. One of the best points about Artificial Intelligence is that it can work
on much larger and many different models once it has been trained with a data-set large
enough.
Active learning is a method based on feedback. The conventional computational
methods were all based on a set of rigid rules but the feedback loop process combines
testing and analyzing to produce a more adaptive computing process that can not only
find the best possible outcome but also in each iteration finds the easier methods to realize
that outcome, that is, methods with the minimum data required. Built upon this idea of
Active Learning is the modified version125 of the ANI-1126,127, the ANI-1x; making it not
only the best system but also the most economical. An even more accurate model is created by using multiple data sets for training the algorithm. The first data set can be moderately inaccurate but should be large in size, the next one can be smaller but needs to be
more accurate. This is done when it is difficult to procure accurate data. It is believed that
with the help of large, though less accurate, data it would become easier for the system to
find the relations between the smaller, more accurate dataset. The ANI-1ccx128 is based
upon this methodology.
With the attractive computational powers of these new systems, it is even easier to
envision a fully automated method of the calculations of the free energy changes, finding
the conformations of the ligands avoiding the false results, novel drug designs, and their
synthesis. With the use of robotic techniques, the lineup for automation will be completed.
But to do this, the researchers may have to give up on their competitive nature of privacy
of their methods, and allow open access so that with combined knowledge from a number
of sources, and the ultra-efficient system can be developed. And hopefully, they will be
available to surpass the human intuition capabilities as well, and create results human
cannot even think to be possible124.
4.3 Multiple Target Drug Development using AI
Poly-pharmacology129,130 is the idea that prescribes a drug to tackle multiple targets
concertedly. Artificial intelligence will play a major role in the recognition of these targets
and designing of drugs that would most effectively accomplish this task. A number of
major complex diseases can be cured with this approach. Even if a drug is unsuccessful in
trials, it may still provide us with valuable information about the existence of a new target
site, every time it is introduced in the system. There is no complete description of the
interaction that takes place between the medicine and disease at its target. We apply a
method known as guilt by association. It involves identifying actions of certain drugs on
certain targets only through the action after it has occurred. Machine learning provides us
with methods to use
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Figure 13: The technology of Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence can be applied to Cancer Treatment in three major fields of Identification, Characterization, and
MonitoringDOI: 10.3322/caac.21552. Reprinted with permissions from the American Cancer Society
the data we have and analyze it to predict the best possible treatments even without
the knowledge of the
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real mechanisms. Here lies the real power of Artificial intelligence, to predict an effect
without an understanding of the cause. The existence of virtual compounds is also of great
help to the medicine industry. Through the use of algorithms and models, we can predict,
up to a certain extent, the actions of drugs at specific locations at the body and even create
simulations as to how they can be optimized for the best results. With the advent of this
simulation technology, another possibility has opened up which would help in drug designing. We could just optimize the drug with the help of simulation and then create it,
effectively creating a whole new method of precision drug discovery, and also polypharmacological drugs. But there are certain limitations to AI as well, it may have proven to
be very effective but in the end, it is still a probability-based concept. There are probable
chances of the models not working and instead of causing a negative impact instead. This
has to be kept in mind, especially in cases with a low amount of data. He way to get over
this would be to integrate computational chemistry methodologies in AI-based models.
Quantum Mechanical Calculations can be performed to create extra data, there are other
adaptive methods as well. But a combination of seamless generation, accuracy, and simultaneous adaptation is still a theoretical idea. Many pharmaceutical organizations have
already begun an attempt to secure this131.
4.4 Synthesis of Drugs with the use of Artificial Intelligence
The existence of virtual drugs may be helpful in the identification and discovery of
new classes of drugs, but the major problem it faces is the fact that every virtual concept
cannot be turned into reality. Most of the virtual drugs are either not feasible or have a
very discouraging method of synthesis. If the drug is not cost-effective, it is not produced.
The identification of the feasible drug is an intuition based-phenomenon as well. Professionals with years of experience and expertise under their belt are the ones with the greatest prospects of being able to create and design those drugs which could be mass-produced132. The development of techniques to shift this task to machines is underway. Algorithms such as CAMEO, EROS, LHASA, RASA, SOPHIA, and SYNCHEM have been produced with the same end goal in mind133–138. Chematica139,140 has released a large amount
of data on this topic. This task is pretty challenging majorly due to the problem of diversity in the synthesis. There is no single set of rules that is sufficient to dictate the creation
of only feasible molecules. To some extent, automation of synthesis141,142 is possible but we
still haven’t reached a stage where it is possible without human intervention.
One method to overcome the lack of a uniform ruling system is to create a ruling
system that adapts to the compound. One can argue that through classification, there
could exist a finite number of rules systems, but the conditions and variables far exceed
designing capability. But a method to bypass this is theoretically possible in algorithms
based on learning. We may provide the algorithm with reactions and allow it to learn on
its own through observations of the reactions. This type of modelling might yield accurate
variable ruling systems for different types of synthesis. The machine does not identify any
real mechanisms for this job but is simply dependent on components that vary in different
situations. An accurate prediction is possible with them. These types of experiments have
already been performed and some encouraging results have been received 143,144. These systems can also use chemical data such as graphs to teach the algorithm into becoming an
efficient producer145. An even more efficient method includes synthesis feasibility at a
number of steps. The code keeps on comparing the expenses and availability of the necessary conditions and raw materials that would allow the product to exist in reality. This
type of code saves a lot of computing power and time. Another approach is to also include
the negatively resulting arguments into the system. These negative reactions would allow
for the easy elimination of unreasonable products.
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As a whole, there is a lot to be explored in the domain of machine learning and artificial intelligence for drug discovery and synthesis. The fact that AI can read through the
humongous quantity of texts, choose the best possible combination for design, find the

Figure 14: Computational Chemistry model ANI integrated with machine learning and data analysis technology turned into ANI-1xReprinted (adapted) with permission
from American Chemical Society

optimal route of administration and even find the best method to synthesize the required
drug; and the fact that this could be the lifetime of work of a chemist and a machine can
perform it within days makes the field of Artificial
Intelligence a very desirable and productive field when it comes to pharmacol144,145
ogy
.
5. Refurbishment of Global Health with AI
Low middle-income countries (LMICs) have always suffered due to poor health care
systems owing to low investments, inadequate training providers, and ease of access to
the latest developments in medical sciences to improve their health care system. AI has
shown great opportunities to bolster and ameliorate the existing health care in LMICs. AI
utilizes available datasets to analyze and further predict with the use of advanced machine learning algorithms and intelligent computing resources. The Neural Networks
along with machine learning attributing to their capabilities of learning from experiments
and undergo modifications required as per the situation have empowered the use of AI
in each aspect. Consequently, it has led to the announcements by various countries for the
incorporation of AI in the health care sector for its alleviation and betterment.
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But there are still challenges ahead for AI implementation and application for maximum efforts. AI majorly relies on the availability of large datasets to get trained and produce accurate results. Thus, a limited dataset availability in these LMICs is a big challenge
to overcome. Recently the data circulated is from high-income settings with not much
testing and approved validation in low-income settings. This kind of dataset can cause
biases for the training of AI models. Further, there is a compulsory sophistication required
during regulation and oversight for these AI models to adapt and learn. Carelessness can
cause severe harm greater than any other technology. AI also faces challenges for its implementation in health care. Firstly, they are required to be validated and used by the right
set of workers. Then there is a challenge to train the undertrained health workers in
LMICs. Lastly, the implementation of AI comes with a secure and effective system to regulate it. In the case of LMICs, even traditional systems are underregulated thus these are
some points we need to combat to achieve the successful use of AI in the medical sector.
However, AI is overcoming all these challenges and is becoming an integral part of
many leading pharmaceuticals. For instance, Sanofi has joined hands with Exscientia’s
artificial intelligence platform for devising therapies related to metabolic-diseases. An immuno-oncology drug searching system is now being used by Pfizer. GNS Healthcare in
Cambridge is providing AI platforms to Roche subsidiary Genentech to bolster a Multinational company’s search drive for cancer treatments. These advancements are indicating a bright, cost-effective, and highly effective AI-driven era in the health care sector.
Even big market support is now coming together for AI and its implementation.
Conclusions
As prevalent everywhere, Artificial Intelligence technologies are on the quest of replacing human intelligence to a great extent. The development of AI algorithms, machine
learning, etc. has facilitated this advancement. Another factor adding to the growing
prominence of AI technologies is the availability of volumes of data and highly developed
computational systems. AI has surpassed the expectations of the current generation with
its applications visible everywhere, from image recognition technologies to the envisioning of driverless vehicles. After all these fascinating achievements it is really believable
that AI could help the pharmaceutical industry as well by making operations like drug
discovery, drug development, drug repurposing, etc. more efficient and easier than the
conventional method. Though AI is considered to be an extremely helpful technology but
there are certain challenges associated with it as well like the unavailability of high-quality
data, the high costs incurred in collecting or testing the data acquired due to which the AI
application becomes economically unaffordable. In the study of a drug, the amount of
data that are available are way too small compared to the volumes needed for the development of a model. As previously mentioned, the quality of data is a major concern and
one of the solutions for this is to create algorithms that have the capacity to bridge the
gaps caused due to the heterogeneity in the data available. Models like the Transfer model
have been considered worthy of countering these issues. There are thousands of diseases
that have no treatment, however, the availability of genomic data and developed computational systems, AI platforms have been developed to repurpose the existing drugs so
that a possible treatment for these diseases can be found. There are several tools, both
supervised and unsupervised, which have been developed in order to repurpose the
drugs. While treating a patient suffering from a disease, doctors try to treat them with a
combination of drugs that is best suited to their body’s capacity. It is well known to the
medical researchers that for each patient, that combination would be different, and to treat
a disease it is important that a proper combination is concocted. The task is too exacting
and thus AI platforms like QPOP are used to delineate a large number of available drugs
and find the perfect therapeutic combination. Diseases like cancer are unique in the fact
that their treatment requires individual analysis of the condition of each patient and that
yields a large amount of data. The technologies like Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning are employed here as well to process the volumes of data and provide a personalized analysis.
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